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MARTHA DIAMOND
Martha Diamond is an urban
romantic, streetwise and wide-eyed,
an artist enraptured by the utter
marvel of Manhattan. A native New
Yorker, she is still struck by the
place. It is the dominant theme of
her art, seizing her imagination like a
fever. In her paintings the city takes
on the aspect of a vision. Forms and
shadows of buildings loom out of a
dense ether of color. The eye floats
free, jerked upward by the soar of a
skyscraper or plunged through
girders into blue space. The city is
queerly uninhabited. Here the
human drama is less dramatic than
the scenery.
Intentionally rough and gawky.
Diamond's paintings convey the
vigor and raw honesty of a first
sketch. Indeed, each painting is a
close translation of a smaller oil
study. In both the studies and
finished paintings, the factual
realities are dumb-simple and not
really important. The paintings are
not about architecture, or
specifically New York, or the
"urban scene." They describe little
and explain less. Yet they have a
gestalt tightness, a visceral, wordless
claim to truth. They linger in the
mind like a retinal afterimage.
In common with other
expressionist artists. Diamond relies
upon the eccentric workings of
imagination. She delights in the
apparently random incidents of
memory: a pattern of windows, a
leap of space, or the eerie wash of
spotlight against an office tower. On
canvas she endows these incidents
with poetic force: an ascending
rhythm of balconies acquires the
resonance of a mantra.
In one telling respect. Diamond's
vision of the city is postmodern—or
perhaps antimodern. At the beginning
of this century artists in the avant-
garde celebrated the metropolis as
the heroic affirmation of the modern-
ist spirit. They saw only reason and
bright promise where today we see
perplexity and dull void. In
Diamond's paintings, the city seems
no longer of our making but the
sublimest work ofNature. Borrowing
the rhetoric of romantic landscape,
she invests the city with a primordial
grandeur. The buildings heave up
and weather into fantastic shapes.
Standing on the edge, on the cornice
or window sill, we are left to gape and
wonder at the spectacle of it all.
There is awe and mystery in these
images, and a terrible silence last
heard in the wilderness paintings of
the Hudson River school. For this




WORKS IN THE EXHIBITION
All works in the exhibition courtesy
of Robert Miller Gallery, New York
1. Facade, 1982
oil on canvas
84 X 56 inches
2. Higfi C, 1982
oil on canvas
84 X 56 inches
3. Parade, 1982
oil on canvas
84 X 56 inches
4. Heavy Duty, 1983
oil on canvas
96 X 48 inches
5. Central Character, 1983
oil on canvas, three parts
each part: 90 x 30 inches
6. Chicago, 1985
oil on canvas
72 X 60 inches
7. High View, 1985
oil on canvas
96 X 120 inches
8. Pale Blue Construction, 1985
oil on canvas
72 X 60 inches
9. Windows, 1985
oil on canvas
72 X 60 inches
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